Breaking News - THE USWHISTLEBLOWER -THE FCVFC
As prospective clients are pouring into Intake at The Foundation for the Child Victims of
the Family Courts we are seeing a growing pattern of very wealthy parents directing,
under court order, children who are subjects of, or witnesses to, severe abuse, being sent
to Residential Treatment Centers.
The majority of these Residential Treatment Centers are located in such states as Utah,
California, Mass. where children are not allowed to leave these Centers "Against
Medical Orders - AMA" under the guardianship of a parent who still has some form of
custody. Centers like Barry Robinson Psychiatric Center in West Virginia is a state that
is allowed to place a "Hold", as per court Order on a child admitted to this facility that
would then restrict ability for the child to leave the facility without a court order.
Allegations of major physical, psychological abuse and neglect of children are being
raised along with accusations that these institutions are being used as holding facilities
for children of "Obsessed Abusers". Obsessed Abuser is a term used by staff of the
FCVFC to describe the alleged abusive parent/party in a custody suit. The FCVFC is
seeing a significant rise in children whom we know to be the subjects of some form of
child abuse having been whisked away to these centers under highly suspect or even
thoroughly transparently bereft of psychological credibility probable cause for
residential treatment.
Some of these Residential Centers are described as something between reform schools
and boot camps as they use aversive techniques as is known to be used in "Reversion
Treatment" for "curing" sexual identity conflicts. Incarceration in these Centers lays the
ground work for discrediting the testimony of these children and categorizing them as
mentally ill or disabled, this subject to the custody of their original abuser for the
balance of their lives. Brain washed, traumatized, dysfunctional as per the suffering
delivered by their incarceration, the abuser remains free of charges for which the abuser
should have been held responsible before collusion with Judicial authorities conspired to
protect the rights of the abuser.
Of great concern also is that these centers appear to be administered by the Mormon
Church and the religious representations of "morality" has been referred to as "Brain
Washing/Mind Control" under the auspices of totalitarian cult authority, under the veil
of moral / therapeutic authority.
We are also seeing that the Transport of children is being attended to by "Agencies" that
specialize in interstate transport of children or even International Transport. Children are
said to be removed by"Body Guards/Thugs" employed by the institution to transport by

car or private plane, those subject to the issuing authority through Court Order. The
Foundation has seen this type of draconian abuse in Probate Court where Judge
Margaret Mary McVeigh asserted Jurisdiction over a Wills and Trust Estate Litigant who
lived in Florida. The Litigant, now deceased, Anthony Latona was threatened with being
flown by private plane from Florida to New Jersey as per the dictate of Margaet Mary
McVeigh. Latona was brought back to New Jersey at the dictate of McVeigh and
subsequently died in a nursing home in New Jersey fighting to regain his independence
from the brutal control of McVeigh. Video tapes of Latona railing against McVeigh gave
evidence of the brutal authority of the court and ability to hijack individual liberty and
Civil Rights.
As the Foundation is becoming aware of these clients as per solicitation for engagement,
we will be reporting about our experience and our intervention.

